Abstract. Functional and non-functional concerns require different programming effort, different techniques and different methodologies when attempting to program efficient parallel/distributed applications. In this work we present a "programmer oriented" methodology based on formal tools that permits reasoning about parallel/distributed program development and refinement. The proposed methodology is semi-formal in that it does not require the exploitation of highly formal tools and techniques, while providing a palatable and effective support to programmers developing parallel/distributed applications, in particular when handling non-functional concerns.
Introduction
Modern distributed systems including grids, clouds and, more generally, service oriented architectures, are characterized by heterogeneity and dynamism in the sense of failure, delays and the varying availability of services. They therefore pose new challenges to the programmer of parallel/distributed applications.
In particular, when developing a parallel/distributed application, a programmer has to deal with two distinct kinds of concern: functional and the non-functional (a.k.a. extra-functional) concerns. Functional concerns are those related to what has to be computed, i.e. to the algorithm defining the result as a function of the input data. Non-functional concerns are those related to how the result has to be computed, i.e. to the techniques needed to implement the algorithm in an efficient way on the parallel/distributed architecture at hand. Examples of typical non-functional concerns include performance tuning, fault tolerance, security and power management.
In fact, programming the non-functional part of a distributed application is frequently much more demanding than programming the functional part. Programming the functional part of these applications requires sound knowledge of the application field and of the algorithms that can be used to solve the problem at hand. This knowledge is normally in the repertoire of the application programmer. The situation is significantly different for non-functional concerns. In this case, specific knowledge related to the target architecture is required in order to develop efficient solutions/implementations solving the problems related to non-functional concern management. For example, if load balancing is to be achieved in the computation of some embarrassingly parallel application, the overall architecture of the target machine (shared memory vs. distributed memory, high vs. low bandwidth (latency) interconnection network, etc.) must be known to tackle effectively the load balancing. Also, the techniques used to manage non-functional concerns are often significantly different from those used to address functional concerns. The "normal" application programmer, however, usually has in his background neither specific knowledge related to the target architecture nor knowledge related to the particular techniques needed to tackle non-functional concerns.
It is therefore commonly recognized that, ideally, functional concerns should be the responsibility of the application programmer, i.e. the programmer with specific knowledge on the application field, whereas the non-functional concerns should be addressed by system programmers, i.e. the programmers with specific knowledge of the target architecture and of the techniques and peculiarities of particular non-functional concerns. In the terminology of Aspect-Oriented Programming, non-functional concerns represent cross-cutting concerns w.r.t. functional ones, and thus typically require orthogonal techniques and experience.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sec.2 further discusses the functional/non-functional aspects in parallel and distributed programming and Sec. 3 introduces behavioural skeletons and GCM, the Grid Component Model by CoreGRID where these concepts were first introduced. Then Sec. 4 introduces Orc, the formal model we use in our semi-formal program development support methodology. Finally, Sections 5 to 7 discuss how the semi-formal methodology supports reasoning about alternative implementations (5), autonomic management strategy design (6) and metadata usage to evaluate again alternative implementations (7).
Addressing Functional and Non-functional Concerns
In this work we consider some typical non-functional concerns that have to be managed when developing parallel and distributed applications on modern architectures and we propose a methodology based on semi-formal use of formal models and tools to support design, refinement, improvement and in general reasoning about non-functional concerns in parallel and distributed applications. However, as will be seen, here we do not take a classical approach to non-functional concern management.
In both sequential and concurrent programming, coding for a specific nonfunctional behaviour to achieve a given QoS goal was evident three decades ago. The software engineering solution to achieve it was to introduce levels of abstraction, effectively yielding a tree of refinements, from the problem specification to alternative target programs [1] . The derivation of a target program then follows a path down this tree. The transition from one node to the next can be described formally by a semantics-preserving program transformation or refinement. Conceptually, porting a program to a different execution platform configuration and/or QoS specification means backtracking to a previous node on the path and then following another path to a different target program. Typically, the goal is achieved according to the spiral model by way of a number of tuning iterations [2] . In this, the real extent of non-functional flexibility is often experienced ex-post. Commonly, the cost of some of those iterations turns out to be unacceptably high, thus reducing the potential market of the applications. Traditionally, the design backtracking happens off-line because it requires the partial re-design of the code. This makes the approach completely unsuited to capturing variation points modelling run time events or dynamic changes in the required QoS. Moreover, the design backtracking cost is directly related to the frequency of non-functional adaptations. An alternative approach consists in moving the non-functional concern handling into an autonomic manager associated with the functional application code. This autonomic manager, implementing a control loop such as that depicted in Fig. 1 , moves the choice of different design alternatives to launch or run time. These alternatives may have been either fully or partially abstracted out during the static design of the application.
In this work we assume this latter approach. Thus we consider that nonfunctional concerns are dealt with within autonomic managers as is the case in behavioural skeletons -introduced in Sec. 3 -which can be considered as code factories in the form of high-order, parametric components that can be dynamically adapted along a predefined schema that is dynamically instantiated by a previously unknown QoS contract. Having restricted the domain to autonomic management of non-functional concernsá la behavioural skeleton, we introduce semi-formal reasoning, i.e. a semi-formal way to use formal models [3, 4, 5] and we demonstrate how several semi-formal techniques can be used to support the design, development and refinement of autonomic managers dealing with non-functional concerns in parallel and distributed applications.
Components and Behavioural Skeleton
Behavioural skeletons are component abstractions that capture both the functional and non-functional behaviour of some component assemblies, each of them specialised to solve one or more management goals, such as configuration, optimisation, healing and protection. Given a component model, these paradigms can be represented as parametric schema of wiring and/or nesting. The concept of behavioural skeleton was originally introduced to bring autonomic features within the Grid Component Model (GCM); however, since it is more abstract than the component model itself, it can be used in any component model admitting the dynamic reconfiguration of component assemblies.
The Grid Component Model (GCM)
The Grid Component Model (GCM) is a hierarchical component model explicitly designed to support component-based autonomic applications in distributed contexts. GCM allows component interactions to take place with several distinct mechanisms. In addition to classical "RPC-like" use/provide ports, GCM allows streaming ports and collective interaction patterns to be used in component interaction. GCM disciplines the life-cycle of components, which can be dynamically created, destroyed, bound to and unbound from assemblies. These distinguished features makes GCM particularly suitable for modelling distributed and dynamically adaptable applications. The full specification of GCM can be found in [6] .
GCM is assumed to provide several levels of autonomic managers in components; they monitor and steer the non-functional features of the component programs. GCM components thus have two kinds of interfaces: functional and non-functional ones. The functional interfaces host those ports concerned with implementation of the functional features of the component. The non-functional interfaces host those ports needed to support the component management activity in the implementation of the non-functional features, i.e. those features contributing to the efficiency of the component in obtaining the expected (functional) results but not directly involved in result computation. Each GCM component contains an Autonomic Manager (AM), interacting with other managers in other components via the non-functional interfaces.
In this vision, the AM can reconfigure the assembly of its managed components to pursue a QoS goal. This typically happens if one of its plans is foreseen to be effective in re-establishing the validity of the QoS contract. Alternatively, the AM can contact a number of the other AMs in order to set up a cooperative reconfiguration plan, which will involve the union of managed components. In both cases, the AM may induce a structural reconfiguration of the component assembly through a number of functionally equivalent component assemblies.
The design of those plans is clearly a critical step for the effectiveness of the whole process. Two key aspects come into play:
1. the "creative" exploration of possible equivalent design alternatives, their aggregation and variation points, and their non-functional profile; 2. the checking of their functional equivalence.
While formal tools are useful for the second aspect, they are not very effective for addressing the first. The use of behavioural skeletons also address the second point since they represent, by definition, families of functionally equivalent assemblies. In this case the issue is raised at the skeleton design time, i.e. reduced to the first aspect. In this paper we advocate the use of a semi-formal methodology to address the first aspect. The methodology uses Orc as specification tool.
Behavioural Skeletons
Behavioural skeletons represent a specialisation of the algorithmic skeleton concept for component management [7] . Algorithmic skeletons have been traditionally used as a vehicle to provide efficient implementation templates of parallel paradigms. Behavioural skeletons, as algorithmic skeletons, represent patterns of parallel computations (which are expressed in GCM as graphs of components), but in addition they exploit the inherent skeleton semantics to design sound self-management schemes of parallel components.
As shown in Fig. 2 , behavioural skeletons are composed of an algorithmic skeleton together with an autonomic manager and provide the programmer with a component that can be turned into a running application by providing the code parameters needed to instantiate the algorithmic skeleton parameters (e.g. the different stages in a pipeline or the workers in a farm) and some kind of Service Level Agreement (SLA, e.g. the expected parallelism degree or the expected throughput of the application). The choice of the skeleton to be used as well as the code parameters provided to instantiate the behavioural skeleton are functional concerns, while the autonomic management itself is a nonfunctional concern. In turn, the implementation of both the algorithmic skeleton and the autonomic manager is in the charge of the "system" programmer, i.e. the one providing the behavioural skeleton framework to the application user, while the instantiation of the behavioural skeleton is in the charge of the application programmer. 
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Fig. 2. Behavioural skeleton rationale
Autonomic management of non-functional concerns is based on the concurrent execution (with respect to the application "business logic") of a basic control loop such as that shown in Fig. 1 . In the monitor phase, the application behaviour is observed, then in the analyse and plan phases the observed behaviour is examined to discover possible malfunctioning and corrective actions are planned. The corrective actions are usually taken from a library of known actions and the chosen action is determined by the result of the analysis phase. Finally, the actions planned are applied to the application during the execute phase [8, 9, 10, 4] .
Component technology, promotes the engineered development of distributed autonomic applications by enabling the co-design of autonomic management of non-functional concerns (performance tuning, in particular) and parallelism exploitation, which can be just-in-time derived from well-known, efficient patterns, such as behavioural skeletons [11] .
In a component assembly, the autonomic management ultimately aims to induce non-functional alterations of the component assembly, which may translate into structural alterations of the component assembly. This means that an application is really described by an evolving assembly of components, i.e. an initial assembly and all its possible evolutions across the iterations of the adaptation phase. These reconfigurations of the assembly should be formally specified (at least) because they should be encoded in the manager. In addition, since in an autonomic system the management is inherently non-centralized, these reconfiguration should be locally specified, whereas the global evolution of the system is distributively realized via the cooperation of managers.
The formal description of evolving assemblies of processes, services and components has been the subject of active research in the global computing community [12] . Some of the results achieved in that community have also been cast to formal specification of the evolving assembly of autonomic components (see Sec. 8). However, the fully-fledged formal treatment of them requires enrichment of the model with many details that rapidly bring the complexity beyond reasonable (human) limits.
For this reason, we advocate the idea of semi-formal reasoning, i.e. a semiformal way to reason about the equivalence of formal specifications [3, 4, 5] . Here, the main idea is to develop a, possibly partial, formal specification of a component assembly described using some formal tool such as Orc [13] . The specification provides the developer with a representation of the assembly and management overlay which allows exploration of their properties and the development of what-if scenarios while hiding the inessential detail. By studying the communication patterns present within the Orc process traces, the designer is able to derive for some paradigmatic assemblies (e.g. behavioural skeletons) an alternative structure which maintains core functionality, while allowing variation of non-functional behaviour, and thus different QoS. The derivation proceeds in a series of semi-formally justified steps, with incorporation of insight and experience as exemplified by the inclusion of expressions such as "reasonable to transfer this functionality" and "such modification makes sense".
Tools to Support Reasoning about Autonomic Management
As stated above, in modern parallel and, in particular, distributed systems much of the challenge lies in composing the various units of core functionality, rather than in implementation of the core functionality itself. Typically non-functional properties of an application depend on the overall "shape" of the system and this has led to an increased emphasis on orchestration: different designs of an application may be used to obtain different non-functional properties. A developer may, at design time, wish to explore the nature of different designs in terms of non-functional properties. Moreover, it is increasingly the case that dynamic adaption of the system design is required in response, for example, to differing resource availability, differing security considerations and so on. (Indeed, functional properties may lead to demand for architecture change: the occurrence of a hot-spot in processing data may require the addition of further resources, for example, to maintain a throughput requirement). In essence, this requirement for dynamic change is the raison d'être for autonomic management. The development of such dynamic systems requires means to describe both functional and non-functional concerns in relation to different designs; and means to support argument that the change induced by an autonomic system in response to, for example, environmental change, maintains functionality while adapting non-functional properties to the new conditions. The need to explore different designs and their relation to differing nonfunctional properties motivates the search for a notation to be used as a vehicle for such investigation. We sought a notation which would 1. be oriented toward orchestration of components providing core functionality, rather than the core functionality itself; 2. allow an operational-style description of a system so that different designs could be described; 3. ideally, have a simple syntax and well-defined semantics so that properties of systems could be described and reasoned about with relative ease.
To this end we identified Orc [13] by Misra and Cook as a suitable candidate: Orc is an orchestration language which abstracts core functionality as site calls (see Sec. 4.1); it is operational in nature and provides a very small range of constructs and these are oriented toward describing the key aspects of concurrent/distributed systems. Thus it fits with our philosophy and lends itself to the level of reasoning that we wished to pursue: that is, a semi-formal style of reasoning in which one benefits from the clean, abstract, semantically well-founded description mechanism provided, but shies away from fully-formal proofs of general properties. Generally, we are content to prove properties that hold in particular situations and to draw upon insight and experience to allow conclusions to be drawn that are not fully supported by formal argument.
Orc
Orc is a language for distributed and concurrent programming that is targeted at the description of systems where the challenge lies in organising a set of computations, rather than in the computations themselves. Orc has, as primitive, the notion of a site call, which is intended to represent basic computations. A site, which represents the simplest form of Orc expression, either returns a single value or remains silent. Three operators (plus recursion) are provided for the orchestration of site calls: Orc has a number of special sites:
-0 never responds (0 can be used to terminate execution of threads); -if b returns a signal if b is true and remains silent otherwise; -RTimer(t), always responds after t time units (can be used for time-outs); -let always returns (publishes) its argument.
The notation (|i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 : worker i ) is used as an abbreviation for (worker 1 |worker 2 |worker 3 ). In Orc processes may be represented as expressions which, typically, name channels which are shared with other expressions. In Orc a channel is represented by a site [13] . c.put(m) adds m to the end of the (FIFO) channel and publishes a signal. If the channel is non-empty c.get publishes the value at the head and removes it; otherwise the caller of c.get suspends until a value is available.
Sample "Semi-formal" Usage of Orc
As an example of the way Orc can be used to support reasoning about parallel/distributed programs we consider the reverse engineered model of the muskel interpreter as derived in [3] . muskel is a full Java skeleton programming environment under development at the University of Pisa 1 since the early '00s [9] . The muskel environment can execute in parallel stream-parallel skeleton programs on networks/clusters/grids of Java enabled workstations. A simple autonomic manager maintains "best effort"-a performance contract (parallelism degree) provided by the user-in the presence of faulty or malfunctioning processing elements. In fact, autonomic managers were first implemented in muskel and then moved and greatly extended in the behavioural skeleton research framework.
When a muskel skeleton program is run, the muskel framework scans the available network looking for processing nodes hosting a muskel runtime system and recruits a number of these resources to execute the program. The number of resources recruited is as close as possible to the parallelism degree requested by the user via a performance contract provided with the program code. Then, the recruited resources are used to compute tasks appearing on the program input stream. In particular, an instance of the distributed macro data flow interpreter used in muskel to execute skeleton programs is used on each of the resources recruited.
The muskel prototype is written in Java and uses RMI to interact with remote interpreter instances and UDP multicast to discover available resources in the network. The full muskel environment amounts to some 5K lines of code.
In Fig. 3 we show the "reverse engineering" of the muskel prototype in Orc. The Orc code here presents all the significant features of the actual prototype. This code has been manually derived from the actual Java code of the muskel prototype. A first version of the Orc code was written, which was much more complex than that of Fig. 3 . This version was then refined to produce that of Fig. 3 . No specific tools were used in this process, but most of the techniques outlined in this work relating to transformation and manipulation of Orc programs were used.
The discovery process, performed in parallel with the complete execution of the skeleton program, is modelled by the process behind the discovery (G, pgm, t) expression. G represents the grid environment on which the program executes, pgm is the skeleton program itself, and t is the timeout delay before initiating another discovery action.
The autonomic manager action is modelled by the manager(pgm,contract,t) term. The manager starts a pool of contract control threads. Each of the control threads is in charge of fetching fireable macro data flow instructions 2 from the task pool and executing them on the remote interpreter instance (remw in the control thread) associated with the control thread. The manager also starts a monitor process in charge of getting a new remote resource from the discovery process and launching a new control thread when a previously running control thread terminates upon discovery of failure of the associated remote interpreter.
This Orc code can be understood much more readily than the actual Java muskel implementation and can be used to investigate properties of the implementation. In fact, in [3] it has been used to derive a new version of muskel where the potential bottleneck represented by the centralized discovery service has been removed. The new version was derived in three steps: -First, the Orc code was analysed looking for possible modifications that may be used to remove the bottleneck. In fact we first analysed process traces to aid understanding of the interactions involved and, using insight gleaned from this, identified functionality that could be shifted between processes to achieve the desired non-functional goal-removal of the bottleneck-while retaining the functional behaviour. -Then a new Orc model was written with the bottleneck removed-with a discovery service distributed among the control threads. -Finally, the actual muskel code was modified in accordance with the model redesign to produce a new decentralized discovery version.
The whole process allowed us to postpone all Java related coding until a feasible solution had been identified and modelled in Orc. The modified version of the Java muskel prototype fulfilled the expectations of its Orc model.
The technique used to derive the new Orc model of autonomic management and discovery in muskel uses traces derived from Orc computations. In particular, the approach followed to derive the new manager/discovery structure in the muskel interpreter is the following:
-we take the Orc description of the muskel interpreter and expand terms so as to obtain traces modelling the evolution of the different parallel/distributed computations involved; -we match traces by identifying matching pairs of send receive statements; -we try to merge these traces into a single trace by collapsing send/receive pairs and moving item generation accordingly; -we finally reverse-engineer an Orc expression that generates the resulting trace.
This process is effectively the application of a rule such as:
where R should be a term with no occurrence of x. Rule 1 states that part of process A leading to the generation of a value x eventually sent to process B can be moved to process B in place of the actions receiving the x value from A, provided x is not needed in the continuation of A.
The same procedure will be used in Sec. 6 to validate skeleton transformation rules used within behavioural skeleton autonomic managers in a completely different context. It is worth pointing out the kind of usage made of Orc here: we use a formal notation to develop an abstract version of the code needed to implement the application at hand. The programmer can then reason on the abstract version in terms of mechanisms and tools close to his background: computations, traces, pairing of communication primitives, etc. Eventually, when something satisfactory from the viewpoint of the goal he had in mind has been achieved in the abstract code, this solution can be programmed with the actual programming tools at hand, that are much more difficult to manage properly and require a significantly more substantial effort than "programming" with Orc.
Demonstrating the Validity of Autonomic Management Policy with Semi-formal Reasoning in Orc
In this section we illustrate in more detail the kind of reasoning we have found useful with models expressed in Orc. We first introduce a model of the autonomic managers used in GCM behavioural skeletons (as discussed in Sec. 3). Then we introduce the skeleton structured programming model defined through behavioural skeletons and we provide an Orc modelling of the skeletons used. Finally, we show how we can justify the source-to-source transformations applied by autonomic managers of behavioural skeletons taking care of the performance tuning of an application.
Modelling Autonomic Management
We introduce an Orc model of the autonomic management activities in behavioural skeletons. Any autonomic manager in a GCM behavioural skeleton can be modelled by the following Orc code:
where Sk is the skeleton program derived from the behavioural skeleton nesting used by programmers to model their application and SLA is the contract the user specifies/requires to be ensured. The manager structure clearly reflects the control cycle outlined in Fig.1 . During the adapt phase, a new version of the original Sk program may be produced to adapt the program to the dynamic change in either the target architecture or in the computation, as perceived from the monitor phase. This new version may differ from the pervious one, either by some nonfunctional feature (e.g. a varied number of workers in the implementation of a task farm skeleton) or by some functional feature (e.g. a varied parallelism exploitation pattern). In this latter case, the varied pattern will be one among the possible rewritings of the original skeleton program Sk that preserve the functionality of the application while (possibly) improving some non-functional feature.
The new version of the program-s1-is eventually used to call recursively the M gr. If the analyse phase does not succeed in finding a corrective plan for a malfunction perceived through the monitor phase, a violation is raised to the upper levels of management (upper level autonomic managers in the case of a hierarchy of behavioural skeletons, or to the user if this is the top level manager). For example, if in the analyse phase the manager discovers that the user defined SLA cannot be guaranteed due to the too fine grain of two consecutive pipeline stages in Sk it may consequently decide to apply a stage merging rule (i.e. a rule merging the computation of two consecutive pipeline stages at the same computing element) 3 in the adapt phase, and therefore restart with deployment (distribute) of the (possibly new) SLA related to the new program version s1 with the collapsed stages.
Another notable case of adaptation is represented by the variation of nonfunctional features of the skeleton program in execution-typically, variations of the parallelism degree used when implementing task farms. If in the analyse phase the manager discovers that there is a farm with a small inter arrival time for input tasks and a longer service time, its parallelism degree can be increased-new workers can be added-to improve the overall program efficiency [14] .
Once more, the Orc model allows system designers to reason about the logical behaviour of the system at hand without needing to resort to analyzing the actual implementation code. In the following sections, we will show how Orc based reasoning can be used in the application of one of the transformation rules used within the manager.
Reasoning about Program Transformation Rule Correctness with Orc
We assume the availability of behavioural skeletons modelling the more common patterns of stream parallel computations, namely pipeline and task farm computations (i.e. computations organised in stages, and embarrassingly parallel computations over streams of input tasks). We also assume the availability of a skeleton modelling sequential composition of other skeletons onto the same processing resources (aka "in place" pipeline, henceforth named comp). An application parallel program will thus be structured as a hierarchical tree of skeletons with pipeline, farm and comp skeletons in the nodes of the tree, and sequential components in the leaves providing the sequential code to be computed in the lowest level pipeline stages or task farm workers. Here we will assume that the structure of the parallel application, in terms of the skeleton used, can be represented with terms derived using the following grammar:
where seq models a sequential component implementing some function f 4 . The task farm and pipeline skeletons can be modelled in Orc as follows:
In the algorithmic skeleton framework it has been demonstrated that suitable rewriting can be performed at the skeleton tree level to obtain differently performing applications.
For example, pipeline computations with sequential stages can be collapsed to sequential computations to provide higher grain stages/workers and therefore to improve efficiency of the parallel computation:
This result can be easily demonstrated using the Orc modelling of the skeletons presented above, and we will use this example to illustrate the Orc-based semi-formal reasoning that underpins our methodology.
The approach followed to demonstrate the equivalence above is the same as that used to derive the new version of the muskel manager in Sec. 5: we generate traces relative to the execution of Orc code, we look for matching put and get pairs, and we try to collapse traces using rule 1 of Sec. 5.
Applying this rule to our sample equation gives the following transformation:
and unfolding another iteration we get:
It is clear that pipe (A, B, c 1 , c 3 ) unfolds to an iterated sequence of comp(A, B, c 1 , c 3 ) when rule 1 is applied. The parallelism degree of the original program schema (pipe (A, B, c 1 , c 3 ) ) is clearly higher than that of the derived schema (comp (A, B, c 1 , c 3 ) ). The original schema allows A and B to be computed in parallel on two consecutive tasks appearing on the pipeline input stream. The derived schema allows only computation of one item at a time, but this computation has clearly a higher computation grain 5 and therefore is more suitable for use in conditions where communication overheads are not negligible. In other words, the two schemas can be considered functionally equivalent but they differ non-functionally in that they offer different grains of computation and thus are suitable for differing execution platforms.
Although the result emerging here from transformation of the Orc model is well-known (pipeline stage collapsing to coarsen granularity) the intent here is to illustrate the way in which we use Orc descriptions supported by semi-formal reasoning to investigate design alternatives for non-functional properties. In the case of the earlier muskel example, no such well-known pattern underpinned the design, but reasoning at a similar level allowed redesign to achieve the desired non-functional property-bottleneck removal.
Extending Orc with Metadata
In the previous sections we showed how an Orc based framework can be used to described parallel/distributed programs, to analyze their features and possibly to compare different versions of the same parallel/distributed applications with respect to some well defined features (e.g. number of actual parallel activities, kind of synchronizations involved, etc.).
The next step in the methodology is aimed at extending the amount and the kind of information within the Orc based framework, in such a way that further applications of the methodology presented so far can be investigated.
The kind of enrichment of the Orc framework we consider is adding metadata to the Orc expressions and terms used to model the parallel application [15] . By metadata we mean any data associated with Orc terms and expressions to represent non-functional concerns of the computation. Metadata are therefore annotations associated with Orc terms.
We will demonstrate how metadata can be used by considering a simple case: metadata representing locations of the computation where the associated Orc terms are actually computed. Other typical kinds of metadata modelling information on the non-functional concerns include those related to security (e.g. whether a given computation described by an Orc term has to be considered confidential or not), to performance (e.g. actual and predicted performance values relative to computations performed by the Orc term/expression) or to fault tolerance (e.g. MTBF of a node). Using location metadata we will eventually be able to evaluate the best implementation among a set of functionally equivalent implementations differing only with respect to their non-functional features.
Introducing location Metadata
According to our methodology, metadata is associated to Orc terms in a formal way. We assume that each Orc expression has one or more metadata associated. We also assume that metadata are represented by using names (functors) and parameters (parameters of the functors). As an example, the term location(E, a) represents the fact that location(a) is associated with the Orc expression E.
Location metadata can be formally associated to complex Orc expressions in a completely formal way. For example, consider Orc expressions using the farm and pipeline skeletons presented in Sec. 6. Location metadata can be associated as follows:
-explicit association of user supplied metadata with expressions/terms in the Orc code; -a rule rewrite method is defined to derive location metadata from the user supplied metadata in such a way that location information is propagated along the entire skeleton tree.
Several policies can be defined to propagate location metadata along the skeleton tree. We consider, at the extremes:
conservative placement policy the location of the root skeleton nodes are propagated unchanged to all the immediate descendant nodes, unless differently specified by the user/programmer. The process is applied recursively. speculative placement policy independent of the location of the root node, a fresh location is assigned to each of the immediate descendant nodes, unless differently specified by the user/programmer. The process is applied recursively.
What usually will happen is that the user supplies location metadata for a few, notable expressions, and then the other metadata location can be derived with one of the available policies, possibly the one identified by appropriate metadata provided by the user/programmer. For example, consider the code:
In our example, the programmer may be interested in expressing the maximum parallelism degree possible, and to keep the root of the tree on his own workstation. Therefore the program sketched above can be user annotated as follows: location(prog,my workstation), locPropagPolicy(speculative). This in turn, will lead to the following annotation of the skeleton tree:
location(prog, my workstation), location(seq(f ), fresh loc()), location(pipe(seq(f ), pipe(seq(g), seq(h))), fresh loc()), location(pipe(seq(g), seq(h)), fresh loc()), location(seq(g), fresh loc()), location(seq(h), fresh loc())
where the f resh loc() function will query a resource manager and return the name of a fresh location.
Exploiting location Metadata
The annotation of a skeleton tree with location metadata can be used for different purposes. First (and obviously) it can be used to drive the deployment of the skeleton program on the distributed architecture at hand (the one represented by the resource manager answering the f resh loc() calls. Then, it can be used to analyse those non-functional concerns that depend on (relative) location of computations: communication cost analysis, for example.
If we wish to evaluate the communication cost of our sample computation, we can keep expanding the relevant Orc terms and adding/deriving location metadata in such a way that we eventually get the locations of the sites involved in sends and receives. In turn, this information can be used to derive the cost of all the communications involved, assuming we know some constant T lc and T rc for communications having partners on the same node (T lc local communication) and those having the involved partners on different nodes (T rc remote communication), respectively 6 . Traces may also be considered, associated to location metadata. In this case, the cost derived using metadata represents the overall amount of time spent communicating in the parallel/distributed application generating the trace.
These results, however, are not so interesting of themselves. The ability to take a program model and come up with a figure stating that the communication cost is k × T lc + h × T rc is not so meaningful, independent of the ks and hs involved.
A much more interesting result stems from the ability to compare two alternative implementations. Let us assume that the parallel/distributed computation at hand can be implemented with two different algorithms/applications, modelled by Orc terms OrcAppl a and OrcAppl b
In this case, we can proceed with the same user supplied initial metadata and location propagation policies and evaluate the final ground location labelling of our program (or, better, of the corresponding traces). Once this is done, we can compute the communication costs in terms of T lc and T rc . This time, however, by getting the two resulting terms giving the communication costs of traces relative to the same computation in OrcAppl a and OrcAppl b , we can compare them and therefore determine which is the better of the computations with respect to communication costs.
More formally, this example of exploitation of Orc associated metadata can be expressed by:
-a grammar of terms over Orc expressions and metadata values is defined.
For example:
The grammar is used to denote all the "admissible" metadata for our Orc code. -a set of rewriting rules are defined that provide a rewriting system propagating metadata along the Orc expressions modelling the computations: As an example, the following rule will belong to the set, denoting propagation of location in case of a conservative policy within a pipeline program:
location(B, L)
Cons.1 -an abstract interpreter that computes the Orc expressions with respect to the associated metadata only and exploiting the rewriting rule set mentioned above.
Exploiting location Metadata within Autonomic Managers
In previous sections, we have shown how location metadata can be used to evaluate which is the best implementation-with respect to a particular aspect, e.g. communication cost-among a set of equivalent, alternative implementations. Such a result can be exploited in the manager described in Sec. 6.1. In particular, the result can drive choices made during the analyse(s, m) > (b, p, v) phase, i.e. when analyzing a particular skeleton implementation s and the corresponding monitored behaviour m to determine whether some corrective action can be planned (b:boolean), which is the relative actuation plan p and, if necessary, which violation v has to be reported to the upper level manager. 
Related Work
In this work we concentrated on various issues relating to autonomic management of non-functional features in parallel/distributed computations. Although there is extensive work demonstrating how various aspects of parallel and distributed programming can be modelled using formal tools, there is much less work on exploitation of semi-formal techniques to support reasoning about nonfunctional concerns in parallel and distributed programs. We mention here a few research areas where reasoning schemas similar to that discussed in this work can be adopted.
The Service Component Architecture (SCA) [16] focuses on policies and implementation aspects of services but does not natively support dynamic reconfiguration of service assembly. However, the model can be extended to support dynamic reconfiguration. For example, the Spatio-Temporal sKeleton Model (STKM) [17, 18] , which can be defined in term of SCA, supports model reconfiguration by way of behavioural skeletons [4] . The STKM does not provide any specific methodology to reason about functionally equivalent assemblies or workflows of components.
An alternative approach is based on UML models. The work of [19] proposes the use of modes to address dynamic reconfiguration of service-oriented architectures and extends the UML to visualise such reconfiguration. The UML extension sticks to the mode terminology and does not include a visualisation of the transformation rules. The OMG is also working to standardize a UML profile and metamodel for services (UPMS) [20] . The current version does not support reconfigurations. Those approaches also propose a non-formalised approach (i.e. neither formal nor semi-formal). The only exception is the UML extension for service-oriented architectures that can be found in [21] , which proposes refinement issues based on architectural styles formalised by graph transformation systems.
Architectural styles are the basis of the Architectural Design Rewriting (ADR) approach, which has been inspired mainly by graph-based approaches [22, 23] .
The use of graphs and graph transformations to model architectural styles has been proposed by several authors (e.g [24] ) who based their approaches on the concept of shapes in programming languages. ADR shares also concepts with approaches based on process calculi with reconfigurable components (e.g. [25] ). iADR is also related to approaches that deal with reconfigurations in software architectures defined by an ADL [26] , and by graph transformation such as the Synchronised Hyperedge Replacement (SHR) [27] . Models in this family typically support the fully-fledged formal reasoning on assembly reconfiguration and equivalence; they have been proved effective in proving the correctness of single adaptations and simple sequences of them [28] . However, to be checked, these abstract models should be mapped down into concrete models describing a specific implementation enormously increasing the complexity of the description. As a matter of a fact, this complexity often prevents the designer from reasoning about the expected long-term evolution of the distributed system. Model Driven Architecture [29] concepts look close to the idea of using Orc as the modelling language for actual application code. In this perspective, Orc can be intended as the PIM (platform independent model) to be used to derive, with some kind of automatic or semi-automatic tools, the PSM (platform specific model) and eventually an actual implementation.
Aspect Oriented Programming techniques have been taken into account in different frameworks to model and handle non-functional concerns (see, for example, [30, 31] ). We believe this approach is complementary to the behavioural skeleton idea adopted here. However, AOP techniques and mechanisms could probably be exploited in the autonomic manager implementation to further relieve system programmers of non-functional concern handling details, providing a finer grain of "separation of concerns" within the non-functional ones.
Finally, we chose Orc as our modelling language for two reasons. First, our interest was in management of functionality, and Orc's emphasis on orchestration of computations made it thus a perfect fit; second we wished to have a very compact language that allowed us to develop constructive representations of different designs, and reason about them at a high (but not too high) level of abstraction: this caused us to steer away from, on the one hand, very abstract notations such as π-calculus [32] which support a more abstract level of reasoning than we desired; and, on the other hand, parallel programming languages such as Erlang [33] and Oz [34] which are suitable for implementation rather than design.
Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed the challenge of non-functional concern management in parallel/distributed systems and emphasized the desirability of separation of functional and non-functional concerns. We have presented behavioural skeletons as a means of extending component-based parallel/distributed skeletons with autonomic managers taking care of non-functional concerns. The suitability and use of Orc (and its extension with metadata) to specify such autonomic management has then been argued and, to this end, we have emphasized a semi-formal style in which the specifications are treated as designs and an informal style of reasoning, drawing heavily upon insight and experience, is used to compare nonfunctional properties of alternative designs. While the experience has suggested the efficacy of the approach, much more experimentation is needed to determine the extent to which aspects of the methodology such as, for example, the rule identified in section 5 are transferable across different applications within a domain and even across domains of application. Ideally, rules of thumb of this sort would be identified at a level consistent with the approach, that is, an approach in which one gains benefit from the curt, well-founded definitions without resort to onerous formal reasoning.
